COMPANY PROFILE
Your preferred Travel Solutions & Destination Management Company Specialist in East Africa

ABOUT US
Holiday Migrations is the premier East African outbound and inbound tour operator and destination
Management Company for international tour operators and travel agents. Holiday Migrations has been
operating in East Africa since 2010. The company specializes in cost effective, customizable travel
services. .A privately owned Company, Holiday Migrations has its offices in Nairobi Kenya.
Holiday Migrations continues to offer its clients professional, personal and cost effective travel services.
With a dedicated staff our clients can be assured they will receive a high level of service unrivalled in
East Africa.
Holiday Migration Safaris and Travel offers;


Airline tickets both domestic and internationals with variety of options.

 Negotiated rates with leading hotels, camps and lodges as well as with other travel suppliers.
 Knowledgeable safari planning team.
 Enhanced internal itinerary crafting software and processes that offer
trade partners immediate responses and detailed itineraries. Reliable
and secure ground handling services
Corporates, non-governmental organizations, government institutions Tour operators and travel
agents can trust Holiday Migrations to be up to date with Travel solutions, special offers, new
properties, innovative safari experiences, the latest trends in East African social issues and more.
Holiday Migrations embodies the authentic charm and passion for Travel solutions and classic
safari experiences that have made East Africa the best safari destination. The down to earth Team
is knowledgeable, accessible and passionate in quoting Air Fares and crafting safari journeys of a
lifetime and our guest relations team will ensure travelers receive the best care and attention when
they arrive in Kenya. The team is committed to delivering memorable experiences that exceed
guest expectations while providing expertise and recommendations to help its reseller partners
profitably grow their East Africa business.
Holiday Migrations tour packages deliver the classic East African safari experience: dramatic
game viewing from the comfort of amazing tented camps and lodges plus indulgent beach
retreats and modern hotels to escape to after your safari?
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Our services include:
COMPETITIVE AIR FARES. At Holiday Migrations, we provide comprehensive and quality
trip planning in accordance with the client‟s travel requirements. The application of the lowest
logical available fare is always offered and where possible, two alternative itineraries
provided. For each of our corporate clients, we meet with preferred airlines in order to
negotiate for the best fares.
CUSTOMIZED ITINERARIES We offer a full range of customized and personalized
itineraries for safaris, group travel, honeymoon packages, luxury travel and more. Our
experienced team of Tour Advisors will craft bespoke itineraries for every trip ensuring a
holiday of a lifetime. All itineraries include the most efficient and reliable ground and air
transport options as well as detailed information on accommodation and excursions.
ACCOMMODATION AT COMPETITIVE PRICES Our selection of accommodation showcases
both the luxury camps and lodges and the more affordable options, ensuring everyone gets a
taste of this fascinating and diverse region. While East Africa accommodation includes some of
the finest private villas and boutique hotels in the region, it‟s the safari lodges and tented
camps that capture the essence of a bygone era. Romantic honeymoon suites, mobile tented
camps that follow the wildebeest migration and colonial-style ranches all add to the ambience
of one of Africa‟s most popular safari destinations.
SUPERIOR GROUND HANDLING Travelling around East Africa can be a daunting experience
particularly for first time visitors so Holiday Migrations Safaris is here to help travelers navigate
and connect within this amazing destination. We provide safe and reliable ground handling
services with an experienced team of Guest Relationship officers who will meet and greet travelers
on arrival in the region and wish them a warm farewell when they depart. For road safaris, we
operate a fleet of high quality safari vehicles and professional driver guides who will host
travelers with the warmest of Kenyan hospitality throughout their tour. For air travel, we partner
with local airlines to offer the most reliable and secure connections across the region ensuring
travelers maximize their time and enjoyment during their trip.
OUR STRENGTH IS YOUR PEACE OF MIND We strive to create authentic and meaningful travel
experiences that bring travelers to wonders both hidden and celebrated around East Africa. For us guest
satisfaction is our top priority, which is why we provide a personalized service with essential information and
logistical planning needed to enjoy an exceptional African adventure. As we plan the next journey, the
below key points are guaranteed;
TRAVEL THAT IS TAILORED TO THEIR INTERESTS Whether they are a budding photographer,
a natural history enthusiast, a parent looking for a great family trip, or a sole traveler seeking
an active adventure, we will provide an array of opportunities that fit their passions and
interests.
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THE BEAUTY OF HAPPENSTANCE Some of the best moments in travel occur when you
least expect them. So that guests can savor these instances and enjoy each place in a way
that is meaningful to them, we offer flexible options and build free time into our
itineraries wherever we can.
TRAVEL IN GOOD COMPANY Lasting friendships often begins at Migration Adventure Safaris. Traveling
companions are all society members: active, engaged and curious about the world.
DETAILS MAKE A DIFFERENCE Full attention to every detail begins before departure; from
the time we receive an enquiry and prepare a detailed itinerary and quote, to the time
travelers are met on arrival in Kenya with their travel documents and a warm Kenyan
greeting. We are here to assist travelers at every step and, rest assured, Holiday Migrations
has studied every possible way to make everything simpler, safer and more pleasant.
EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCES ACROSS EAST AFRICA Throughout the 20th century, the safari has been
popularized in film and literature through grand tales of adventure, romance and thrills. East Africa in
particular has been the thriving land of safari development. Holiday Migrations offers a truly authentic
African safari experience giving a Natural reminder of what it was like many years ago. We bring this
dream to you as you travel with us to places of astonishing beauty where more regular journeys never
go
KENYA No other country on earth can offer the visitor as much to see and do. Within the borders of a
single country, you will find savannahs rich with big game, timeless cultures unchanged by the modern world,
pristine beaches and coral reefs, equatorial forests and mighty snow-capped mountains, searing deserts
and cool highland retreats and endless opportunities for adventure, discovery, relaxation; more than you
would ever expect.
Kenya boasts spectacular natural beauty and bountiful herds of wildlife, and is renowned for the
annual Great Migration of millions of herbivores across the Serengeti-Mara ecosystem. The
Masai Mara National Reserve is arguably Kenya‟s premier wilderness hot spot, home to the
famous Big Five and much more. Kenya is also a birdwatcher‟s paradise, with over 1000 species
recorded, and has wonderful Marine Parks teeming with exotic fish and beautiful corals.
TANZANIA It is a land of superlatives and contrasts, something for everyone: from the majestic Mount
Kilimanjaro to the fabled islands of Zanzibar. The largest and most diverse wildlife concentrations on Earth,
including the matchless Serengeti plains, Ngorongoro Crater, Katavi and the mighty Selous Game Reserve,
the Legacy of the ancient Swahili civilization, such as Kilwa Ruin, once a city of the Arabian Nights.
Wonderful places for swimming, snorkeling, and scuba diving, fishing off thousands of kilometers of Indian
Ocean coastline and around Africa‟s Great Lakes can all be found here.
UGANDA The undiscovered pearl of Africa, Uganda is a landscape of deep lakes, towering
mountains and thick rainforests. Boasting wildlife not found anywhere else, Uganda is also home
to the world‟s greatest concentration of primates. Uganda is one of the most varied countries in
Africa, with wide-open savannahs, glacial alpine mountains, and a forest so dense that its
official name is “Impenetrable”. It shares the highest mountain range in Africa with the
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Democratic Republic of Congo, and the largest lake in Africa with Tanzania. Boasting over
1000 species of birds as well as wildlife not found anywhere else, Uganda is the original Eden.
RWANDA Nothing prepares you for the emotional rollercoaster that is Rwanda. A nation
that should not forget the past, but faces its future with spirit. This „Land of a Thousand Hills‟
allures with, green volcanoes, shimmering lakes and Mountain Gorillas made famous by Dian
Fossey‟s memoir, „Gorillas in the Mist‟. For a dramatic contrast of wildlife adventures, scenic
beauty and pilgrimage spots that call for deeper reflection, the national saying „God roams
the world but comes to rest in Rwanda‟ certainly rings true.
EVERY HOLIDAY BOOKED WITH US IS A SPECIAL OCCASION For those who have little time available but
want to capture the best in terms of colors and flavors, those who want to get to know a place they‟ve never
seen or go back to a location visited before, those who love freedom but want to rely on punctual and
timely assistance, Holiday Migrations offers a collection of ideas and proposals where the length of the trip
goes hand in hand with affordable costs and the unique thrills.
TOP EXPERIENCES ON OUR TOUR PROGRAMS
 Hot air balloon safaris – Serengeti (Tanzania) & Masai Mara (Kenya)
 Bush breakfast – Most safari lodges and camps
 Chimpanzee tracking – Mahale (Tanzania) & Nyungwe (Rwanda)
 Gorilla trekking – Volcanoes National Park (Rwanda)
 Horse safaris - Selected conservancies and
private game reserves

L;

 Adventure camping where the camp follows you
 Big game fishing and scuba diving – Diani (Kenya)
 Cultural experiences i.e. Bomas of Kenya, Masai village visits,
National Museums


Experiential travel including volunteering and community work

 Annual wildebeest migration
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